The Working Group for Solidarity in Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies, an ASEEES Affiliate Group, brings together scholars from across our field to focus attention on how a combination of crises—ongoing austerity in education, the COVID-19 pandemic, and the economic crisis it is engendering worldwide—threatens the professional development and livelihood of scholars least supported to face those challenges. Central to our concern are scholars in contingent positions: graduate students, international students, visiting and adjunct instructors, lecturers, postdoctoral fellows facing the end of their contracts, academic hourly employees, and colleagues without institutional affiliation.

For many, continuing to teach and produce scholarship in this situation will prove untenable. This spells a tremendous loss for the individuals in our profession. It threatens the future of our field, as junior scholars who are creating new directions in our field will be forced out by the crisis. Faculty and students of color will face even greater obstacles to entering or remaining in the field, as shrinking economic opportunities hollow out the latest Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion initiatives and augment systemic racism. In light of the overrepresentation of women scholars in contingent faculty, the crisis will also exacerbate problems of gender inequality in our field. The disproportionate distribution of domestic labor in two-parent, heterosexual households will be compounded by lack of access to child care. These and other cases of inequity in our field will be augmented by intersectional factors, including class, race, and sexual minority status. The instability of the economic crisis will be further compounded by basic safety concerns, as travel, relocation, and other facets of academic contingency become dangerous to community health.

By embracing more inclusive and transparent decision-making, by insisting on stability rather than contingency, we can withdraw from the exploitative practices of temporary employment—in the pandemic, and after it. With this in mind, our Working Group has sought to create a list of practices that departments, centers, and other institutions in our field can use to help address this situation. This list of practices has emerged from an ongoing conversation among scholars occupying a range of positions in our field, including senior and junior faculty, contingent academics, and academic staff. Our goal has been to identify concrete steps that could be within our control as a scholarly community.

**BEST PRACTICES**

**For Research Centers, Departments, and Committees Supporting Contingent Academics**

- Provide access to immigration law assistance.
- Create employment opportunities allowing currently-employed foreign researchers to stay in the US.
● Ensure transparency in decisions on funding: make decision criteria clear in advance, and give students and contingent colleagues access to spaces where decisions are being made (while preserving sensitivity to private information).
  ○ Consider making a stipend for student representatives at those meetings.
  ○ Make meeting minutes public to those who are impacted by the decisions.
● Ease application requirements for fellowships and grants by requiring fewer documents. This will alleviate the burden of application season on applicants as well as committees.
● Help people stay in their homes by considering colleagues who have lost their appointments for other positions in your department or center.
● Extend existing lectureship and postdoctoral fellowship appointments for those lecturers and fellows who have no other appointments.
● Upgrade the length of contracts/job specifications of contingently-employed faculty to ensure stability in this time of crisis.
● Arrange sabbatical replacements to allow for multi-year contracts.
● Support affirmative action in admissions and hiring. Recognize that negative comments about affirmative action, especially in direct reference to colleagues from underrepresented groups, function to further segregate our field.
● Schedule interviews for contingent positions after tenure-track hires have been made.
● Follow the MLA Guidelines for Search Committees, including affording a minimum of two weeks for candidates to accept or decline an offer.
● Repurpose travel/conference funds to fund remote engagements by our contingent colleagues abroad or to fund living expenses for local contingent colleagues.
● Repurpose funds traditionally used for senior faculty (keynote speakers, etc.) to fund contingent academics.
● Offer research affiliation with library access for non-affiliated academics.
● Support contingent scholars, students, and staff in their efforts to protest against unsafe plans for university reopening, cuts, and layoffs.
● Convey the urgency and unsustainability of the adjunctification crisis in the COVID-19 era by highlighting the plight of contingent faculty to the political and donor classes and to the public at large.
● Urge universities to commit to de-incentivizing contingent hiring, e.g. by paying equivalent salaries to lecturers and assistant professors, or by voicing support for federal plans to make federal funding contingent on a certain minimum proportion of tenured and tenure-track faculty as part of the whole faculty.

Signed by
Ania Aizman, Postdoctoral Fellow and Assistant Professor, Slavic Department, University of Michigan
Joan Brooks, unemployed, Pittsburgh
Julie Cassiday, Willcox B. and Harriet M. Adsit Professor of Russian, Russian, Williams College
Jinyi Chu, Assistant Professor, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, Yale University
Jason Cieply, Assistant Professor, German, Russian, Italian, & Arabic, Hamilton College
Nancy Condee, Professor, Director of the Center for Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies, University of Pittsburgh
Rossen Djagalov, Assistant Professor of Russian, New York University
Thomas Dyne, Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of German and Russian, The College of Wooster
Daria Ezerova, Postdoctoral Research Scholar, Harriman Institute, Columbia University
Fabrizio Fenghi, Assistant Professor, Department of Slavic Studies, Brown University
Jonathan Flatley, Professor, English Department, Wayne State University
Sibelan Forrester, Professor of Russian, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures, Swarthmore College
Bradley A. Gorski, Assistant Professor, Department of Slavic Languages, Georgetown University
Walker Griggs, PhD Student, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Southern California
Veniamin Gushchin, PhD Student, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, Columbia University
Maksim Hanukai, Assistant Professor of Russian, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Julie Hemment, Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Zachary Hicks, PhD Student, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, UC Berkeley
Robyn Jensen, Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of German and Russian, Pomona College
Matthew Kendall, Assistant Professor, Department of Polish, Russian, and Lithuanian Studies, University of Illinois at Chicago
Megan Kennedy, PhD Student, Department of German, Nordic and Slavic, UW Madison
Pavel Khazanov, Assistant Professor, Department of German, Russian & E.E. Lang & Lit, Rutgers
Ilya Kliger, Associate Professor, Russian and Slavic Studies, NYU
Hilah Kohen, PhD Student, Comparative Literature and Literary Theory, University of Pennsylvania
Dmitrii Kuznetsov, PhD Student, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, USC
Emily Laskin, Doctoral Candidate, Comparative Literature, UC Berkeley
Max Lawton, PhD Candidate, Department of Slavic Languages, Columbia University
Daniil Leiderman, Instructional Assistant Professor, Department of Visualization, Texas A&M
Mark Lipovetsky, Professor, Department of Slavic Languages, Columbia University
Erica Camisa Morale, PhD Candidate, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, USC
Olga Nechaeva, PhD Student, Comparative Literature and Literary Theory, University of Pennsylvania
Anastasiya Osipova, Assistant Professor, Department of Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Colorado, Boulder
Kirill Ospovat, Assistant Professor, UW Madison
Michael Ossorgin, Director of Russian Program / Advanced Lecturer, Fordham University
Serguei Oushakine, Professor of Anthropology, Slavic Languages and Literature, Princeton University
Natalia Plagmann, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, Princeton University
Kevin M. F. Platt, Russian and East European Studies/Comparative Literature, University of Pennsylvania
John Randolph, Associate Professor, Department of History, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Tom Roberts, Assistant Professor, Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies, Smith College
Claire Roosien, Assistant Professor, History and Classics, Providence College
Eliza Rose, Assistant Professor, Department of Germanic & Slavic Languages & Literatures, UNC - Chapel Hill
Kateryna Ruban, PhD Candidate, Department of History, New York University
Gabriella Safran, Eva Chernov Lokey Professor in Jewish Studies, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, Stanford University
Olga Seliazniova, PhD Candidate, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, USC
Masha Shpolberg, Assistant Professor, Department of Film Studies, UNC--Wilmington
Maria Sidorkina, Assistant Professor, Department of Slavic and Eurasian Studies, UT Austin
Elizabeth Skomp, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and Professor of World Languages and Cultures (Russian), Stetson University
Mark Steinberg, Professor, Department of History, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Helen Stuhr-Rommereim, PhD Candidate, Program in Comparative Literature & Literary Theory, University of Pennsylvania
Benjamin Sutcliffe, Professor of Russian, Miami University
Edward Tyerman, Assistant Professor, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures, UC Berkeley
Emily Wang, Assistant Professor, Department of German and Russian, University of Notre Dame
Jeanne Willcoxon, Assistant Professor, Theatre Department, Hamilton College
K. Maya Larson, PhD Candidate, Comparative Literature, University of Oregon
Aglaya Glebova, Assistant Professor, Department of History of Art, University of California Berkeley
Alexander Spektor, Associate Professor, University of Georgia
Jacob Lassin, Postdoctoral Research Scholar, The Melikian Center, Arizona State University
Wayles Browne, Prof. emeritus, Linguistics, Cornell University
Byron Lindsey, Professor Emeritus, University of New Mexico
Victoria Kononova, Assistant Professor, Lawrence University
Nataliia Karageorgos, Assistant Professor of the Practice, REES, Wesleyan University
Holly Myers, Assistant Professor of Russian, Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, University of Delaware
D. Brian Kim, Assistant Professor, Department of Russian and East European Studies, University of Pennsylvania
Trevor Wilson, Assistant Professor, Virginia Tech
Christine D. Worobec, Distinguished Professor Emerita, Department of History, Northern Illinois University
Mary A. Nicholas, Professor of Russian, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures, Lehigh University
Nicholas Bujalski, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow and Visiting Assistant Professor, Departments of History and Russian & East European Studies, Oberlin College
Sasha Senderovich, Assistant Professor, Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Washington, Seattle
Tomi Haxhi, PhD Student, Department of Slavic Languages, Columbia University
Elena Monastireva-Ansdell, Assistant Professor of Russian, German and Russian, Colby College
Leah Goldman, Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of History, Washington & Jefferson College
Frances Bernstein, Associate Professor, Department of History, Drew University
Harriet Murav, Center for Advanced Study Professor, Dept Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Nicholas Kyle Kupensky, Assistant Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, United States Air Force Academy

Click here to add your signature
We have already received valuable information from colleagues at several research centers about 2020-2021 funding and programming. If you are a staff member, administrator, or affiliate of a research center, please participate in our survey.